
PUBLIC INTEREST TEST ON THE PROPOSED NEW BBC TELEVISION CHANNEL FOR SCOTLAND 
 
Response on behalf of Matchlight Limited 
 
Introduction 
 
Matchlight is a Glasgow based factual production company formed in 2009.  
 
Matchlight produces content for BBC Scotland, BBC One, BBC Two and BBC Four as well as BBC Alba, 
Channel 5 and others.  Our work ranges across factual genres and we are particularly known for our 
award winning documentary, arts and specialist factual output.  
 
At the RTS Scotland Awards in 2017 our documentary “Scotland and the Klan” (produced for BBC 
Scotland) won the Documentary and Specialist Factual: History award and “My Baby, Psychosis and 
Me”, which we made for BBC One, secured the award for Documentary and Specialist Factual. We 
recently produced “The Highland Midwife” for Channel 5. This observational documentary series 
was filmed in locations across the NHS Highland area including Tain, Invergordon, Inverness, 
Lochgilphead and Campbeltown.  
 
Matchlight is very much in favour of the new BBC Scotland channel. We believe Scotland, especially 
a Scotland with its own national parliament, deserves a non-opt-out national broadcaster that 
reports the news and commissions content across genres, delivering the representative content 
Scottish licence fee payers deservedly expect.  
 
From an industrial point of view it also delivers a much needed boost to Scotland’s domestic 
television production market – a market which is currently comparatively weak, with only opt-out 
slots on BBC One and Two, BBC Alba and very limited opportunities on STV (which is only required to 
transmit 39 hours of original non-news content in primetime per annum). It will strengthen 
Scotland’s domestic television broadcast and production market and will lead to more competition 
for the Scottish audience, thereby improving the offering of the BBC and its competitors to that 
audience.  
 
The new BBC Scotland service could and should have a transformational effect on our domestic TV 
market, provided it is welcomed and valued by audiences; something we believe will only be 
possible if it delivers quality across its output. Delivering quality content requires investment.  
 
While we welcome and support the launch of the new BBC Scotland channel we do have significant 
concerns about the level of content funding announced by the BBC to date and the decision to 
transmit in standard definition (SD).  
 
We are not convinced that the BBC’s announced £30million PA content budget is sufficient to 
produce the required number of hours of news and original, high quality, primetime content in 
scripted and non-scripted genres the audience will expect from Scotland’s new national broadcaster.  
 
We also believe that the modern audience, with access to HD channels on every platform, expect 
prime-time public service content to be delivered in HD. SD transmission – especially for drama, 
natural history and arts content – feels increasingly anachronistic and of an inherent lesser quality.  
 
Cost of Content 
 



According to the Consultation Document the new BBC Scotland will run each day of the week 
between 7pm and midnight (though it may occasionally transmit outside these core hours we are 
told). That means there will be 1825 hours of content per annum.  
 
One hour per evening will be dedicated to the 9pm news per week day with a more limited news 
provision at weekends (let us err on the side of caution and estimate 0.5 hours in aggregate per 
weekend day – the Consultation Document indicates there will be a minimum of 15 minutes of news 
bulletins on Saturdays and Sundays). So there will be 4 hours of non-news content per weekday and 
4.5 hours on non-news content per weekend day. There are approximately 260 week days per 
annum and 105 weekend days in any given year. On this basis there will be 1512.5 hours on non-
news content per annum on the new BBC Scotland.   
 
The Consultation Document indicates that 60% of the non-news schedule will be original content, 
either original commissions or acquisitions. The Consultation Document does not break down the 
balance of originations to acquisitions.  
 
60% of 1512.5 = 907.5 hours of non-news content per annum on the new BBC Scotland.   
 
According to the Consultation Document the new channel will have a budget “in excess of £30m to 
spend on content”. This is at odds with other representations by the BBC which have indicated a 
total content budget of £30m. In various public presentations the BBC has also indicated that the 
budget for news on the new BBC Scotland will be circa £7m per annum. Working with the 
announced total of £30m, after subtraction of £7m for news we are left with £23m to pay for 907.5 
hours of original commissioned content and acquisitions.  
 
That provides an average cost per hour for non-news content commissioned or acquired of 
£25,344.35.  
 
The BBC publishes details of its tariff range of indicative prices for the supply of commissioned 
television programmes. This can be accessed here: 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/tariff_prices_for_independents.pdf.  
 
The BBC’s published indicative tariff ranges per hour for Factual, Entertainment, Drama and Comedy 
are as follows for “Nations and Regions” (and these ranges include lower cost daytime content): 
 

Factual - £5,000 to £200,000 
Entertainment - £20,000 to £220,000 
Drama -  £30,000 to £450,000 
Comedy - £50,000 to £500,000. 
 
By comparison BBC Network – arguably the new BBC Scotland’s primary competitor – has the 
following indicative tariff ranges per hour in the same genres:  
 
Factual - £10,000 to £500,000 
Entertainment - £20,000 to £750,000 
Drama -  £50,000 to £1,000,000 
Comedy - £160,000 to £700,000. 
 
The lowest value Factual category for BBC Network is known as FL1 and it is described as including 
“Typically high-volume domestic features or documentary series for early-evening on BBC One or 
Two. Also covers most BBC Four commissions, including presenter and archive-led programmes.” 
The tariff range for FL1 is £40,000 to £125,000 (the lower end of the overall Factual spectrum quoted 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/tariff_prices_for_independents.pdf


above for Network is reserved for daytime content and it is worth noting that the new BBC Scotland 
is a prime-time only broadcaster).  
 
Does it seem likely that at an average cost per hour of just over £25,000 the BBC Scotland is 
resourced sufficiently to compete in prime-time?   
 
Quality content takes time to produce and talented programme makers to produce it. As Charlotte 
Moore, the BBC’s Director of Content, said on Radio 4’s Media Show on 19th July this year, “The 
challenge for the BBC is that we know that our audiences want the very best programmes, they want 
the very best talent. They expect that of us across every genre from news and current affairs but also 
drama, comedy, factual, we absolutely know they expect that of us. And of course we are also 
balancing value for money.” That will remain the case, the balance of quality against value for 
money will remain a constant for the new BBC Scotland but – with the announced level of funding - 
we are not convinced that the new service will meet audience expectations for a national, prime-
time, public service broadcaster. If it fails to do that it will not win audience share against its 
competitors and it will not be sustainable as a proposition.  
 
With an average cost per hour of £25,344.35 the new BBC Scotland is going to struggle to compete 
editorially with BBC Four, never mind BBC One, BBC Two, ITV, Channel 4, Sky One, Sky Atlantic, 
Netflix and Amazon (all of whom also transmit in at least HD).   Those comparisons are appropriate 
because they will be the direct competition the new BBC Scotland must overcome if it is to win its 
place in Scottish licence payer’s homes. And the BBC has itself compared the new BBC Scotland to 
BBC Four in the Consultation Document. Both services start transmission each day at 7pm and both 
have a headline content budget of circa £30m but that is where the comparison ends. BBC Four has 
no news provision funded out of its budget and operates a much lower original content ratio – 
providing an average of just over one hour of original content per evening.  
 
We expect the new BBC Scotland will seek to maximise the value of its spend via a range of tactics.  
 
Some hours will be produced at very low cost to allow others to enjoy a higher budget – but all it 
takes is one hour of reasonable priced drama a month and the pressure on the rest of the schedule 
become palpable.  Acquisitions should cost less than original commissions but does the Scottish 
audience need another channel running a significant number of acquisitions in prime-time? Volume 
commissioning will deliver economies of scale but these might come at the expense of quality 
and/or production company sustainability. 
 
More positively co-production will help reduce costs and should be facilitated by the BBC for 
independents as well as BBC Studios. More co-operation in commissioning between the new BBC 
Scotland and the BBC network channels, BBC Alba and the BBC in Wales and Northern Ireland should 
also be encouraged and facilitated whatever the level of funding available; that is a very effective 
way of maximising value for money in the interests of licence fee payers across the UK.   
 
Fundamentally though it is hard not to conclude that a total content budget of £30m will prove 
insufficient to meet the expectations of Scottish licence fee payers and win the share of audience 
necessary to sustain the new channel.  
 
Additional BBC Funding? 
 
Could additional funding be secured? In various presentations the £30m total has been described as 
“a starting point”, “the floor” and even the Consultation Document notes that, “The channel will 
have a budget in excess of £30m to spend on content,” (though no higher figure is mentioned). 



 
How the BBC spends the Licence Fee revenue it raises across the UK is entirely for the BBC to decide. 
However the most recently published Accounts provided by the BBC for 2016/17 indicate that there 
remains a significant disparity in the ratios of Licence Fee revenue and expenditure across the UK 
“Nations”.  
 
The BBC has a Public Purpose contained within its Charter to invest in the creative economies of the 
UK’s nations and regions.  There is no requirement that the BBC invests to the same extent in each 
of the UK nations or regions but when the disparity is significant and persistent (as it appears to be 
from our analysis of the BBC’s published accounts across 2015/16 and 2016/17) it is not 
unreasonable to ask why that is the case and whether or not that disparity is both in the interests of 
licence fee payers across the UK? Are the BBC’s spend decisions working to effectively deliver the 
BBC’s public purposes across the UK?   
 
In the Introduction to the Consultation Document on the new BBC Scotland the BBC notes that, “In 
February 2017 the BBC announced its intention to launch a new television channel for Scotland in 
Autumn 2018. This proposal is part of the overall commitment, made by the BBC during the recent 
review of its Charter, to increase investment in Scotland and to ensure that proportionately more of 
the licence fee is spent on dedicated services in Scotland than is the case today...”.  
 
Will the launch of the new BBC Scotland ensure that the proportion of licence fee spend in Scotland 
is now sufficient? How does the BBC’s investment of licence fee revenue in Scotland compare, for 
example, to its levels of licence fee investment in Wales or Northern Ireland?  
 
You can access the latest BBC Accounts here: 
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc-annualreport-201617.pdf 
 
The “Additional Information” section gives figures for Licence Fee raised and spent in each of Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland:  
  
In Wales the BBC:  
Raises £188.5m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £185.9m (this excludes cost of content commissioned directly by S4C which is funded by the 
Licence Fee). 
% Licence Fee raised in Wales that is spent there is therefore at least 98.62%. 
Therefore 1.38% of the Licence Fee raised in Wales is notionally spent by the BBC elsewhere in the 
UK. We say “notionally” because S4C spends a further £74m of licence fee revenue on directly 
commissioned content for Wales. As a result we estimate the total % investment of Licence Fee 
against Licence Fee revenue raised in Wales is likely in excess of 138% and no part of the Licence Fee 
raised in Wales is spend elsewhere. 
  
In Northern Ireland the BBC:  
Raises £99.8m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £97.2m (no exclusions) 
% Northern Irish raised Licence Fee reinvested by the BBC in Northern Ireland is 97.39% 
2.61% of the Licence Fee raised in Northern Ireland is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
 
In Scotland the BBC:  
Raises £321.7m of Licence Fee income 
Spends £233.0m (no exclusions or exceptions noted in the accounts) 
% Scottish raised Licence Fee reinvested by the BBC in Scotland is 72.42% 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc-annualreport-201617.pdf


27.58% of the Licence Fee raised in Scotland is spent elsewhere in the UK. 
 
There is therefore a significant disparity between the proportion of Licence Fee income raised in 
each Nation and the proportion of that income reinvested there by the BBC.  
 
The average Licence Fee spend % by the BBC across Wales and Northern Ireland is 98.00%. In 
Scotland it is 72.42%. 
  
At present £88.7m of Licence Fee raised by the BBC in Scotland is spent by the BBC elsewhere in the 
UK. For comparison, based on the BBC’s published figures, Wales currently contributes £0.00 to the 
BBC across rest of the UK and just £2.6m derived from the Licence Fee raised by the BBC in Northern 
Ireland is spent by the BBC elsewhere in the UK. 
  
If the BBC in Scotland was to spend 98.00% of the Licence Fee revenue it raises in Scotland (in line 
with the average spent by the BBC across Wales and Northern Ireland, excluding S4C direct spend) 
an additional £82.26m would be invested by the Corporation in Scotland’s creative economy each 
year. If the BBC in Scotland was to spend 98.62% of the Licence Fee revenue it raises in Scotland (in 
line with the BBC’s revenue/spend ratio in Wales, excluding S4C direct spend) an additional £84.26m 
would be contributed to Scotland’s creative economy. 
  
The BBC has, in 2017, announced further investment of Licence Fee in each of the UK Nations that 
will impact on these % shares in the 2017/18  accounts. In Scotland £39m worth of new investment 
is to be divided between additional Network originations (£20m) and the new BBC Scotland (£19m 
of “new” money – with a further £11m diverted from existing BBC Scotland opt-outs on BBC Two to 
give the new BBC Scotland a content budget of £30m).  
 
Looking forward to 2018, if we add in the £39m of additional reinvestment announced by the BBC so 
far in 2017 to the figures for expenditure published for 2016/17 there would still be up to £45.86m 
of Licence Fee revenue that could be reinvested in the new BBC Scotland by the BBC – if the BBC 
chooses to improve the ratio of income to expenditure in Scotland and matched that currently 
enjoyed by Wales and Northern Ireland (98% reinvestment, excluding direct spend from S4C).  
 
That would give the new BBC Scotland a content budget of £75.86m pa – or approx. £68.86m pa 
after the announced cost of the news service (£7m) is deducted.  
 
That sum would permit an average cost per hour for original and acquired non-news content on BBC 
Scotland of around £75,879 (based on the estimate of 907.5 original/acquired non-news hours per 
annum) as opposed to an average cost per hour of circa £25,344 if the announced level of funding 
for BBC Scotland remains static. 
 
At that higher price point the ambitious creative content Scottish licence fee payers deserve 
becomes much more realisable in scripted and non-scripted genres. And if the new BBC Scotland is 
to compete with BBC One, ITV, Channel 4, Sky 1, Netflix and Amazon and win a sustainable share of 
the UK television audience it needs to be competitive.   
 
It is for the BBC to choose how it invests the licence fee it gathers across the UK. It prioritises one 
service against others and determines what is and is not value for money. As it stands Scotland is – 
and has been for many years – a net investor in the BBC to a greater extent than the other UK 
“Nations”. Are the BBC’s current choices delivering value for money to Scottish licence fee payers? 
Are they meeting the BBC’s public purposes in a broadly equitable way across the UK? If not is there 



a rational the BBC can put forward for the apparently disproportionate levels of spend evidenced in 
its own accounts?  
 
It is worth noting that the only income reported by the BBC and analysed here is Licence Fee 
income.  Income from the hiring-out of staff, equipment and facilities does not form part of the 
comparison but is part of the BBC’s income across the UK. Similarly the BBC, through BBC Worldwide, 
enjoys considerable IP and production income from secondary and overseas markets. Again that 
income does not appear in this analysis as the BBC does not detail the extent to which that income is 
invested in the creative economies of the UK Nations.  
 
Conclusions 
 
We welcome the proposed new BBC Scotland channel.  
 
It is a positive intervention that will deliver benefits to audiences and Scotland’s creative economy.  
 
It strengths Scotland’s domestic television broadcast and production market and will lead to more 
competition for the Scottish audience, thereby improving the offering of the BBC and its competitors 
to that audience.  
 
We want the new BBC Scotland to be a success. We want it to prove definitively that Scottish 
produced content is world class. We want it to win a sustainable share of the UK audience and we 
would like to see it work with both the BBC network and BBC Alba to deliver both quality and value 
for money to Scottish licence fee payers.  
 
Our reservations are limited to the announced level of funding and the decision to transmit in SD.  
 
We do not believe that an overall content budget of £30m is likely deliver a sustainable, prime-time, 
public service broadcaster of the high quality standard BBC Scotland has established as an opt-out 
service and the Scottish audience expects.  
 
We strongly believe that in the age of Netflix, Amazon and 4K the new channel should transmit in HD 
if it is to be perceived by audiences as a quality PSB service offering. 
 
Faithfully, 
 
David Smith 
Managing Director 
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